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For Olive, and the day you can read this to give me notes
—CB
This one is for Gavi and Asher—may you both be
fierce seekers of the truth
—BZ

argaret Tanner already wished she hadn’t come
home.
When she got the news that Micah had run away, Margaret
had requested a leave of absence. It had taken an entire week
for her submission to be processed. Tensions had spiked after
President Saltern’s condemnation of the Quorum at the Council of Nations, so it was an “inopportune time” for an officer of
the Foundry’s special engineering corps to be off duty. Never
theless, she had managed it, and after a high-speed Galejet
flight from Vellaroux, Trelaine, to Albright City, Meridian, she
was home.
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Yet international strife was nothing compared to what was
waiting for her at Plumm Estate.
“Not like that,” Deirdre Tanner snapped, snatching the
ornamental zigzag silverware from her daughter to properly
pack it for shipping. “Fold the table linens.”
Accustomed to taking orders without question, Margaret
moved with military precision to the other end of the giant
brass table in the dining room. She adjusted the cuffs of her
starched gray-and-gold Foundry uniform, brushed a strand of
copper-blond hair from her heart-shaped face, and set about
the new task.
In their correspondence, her mother had neglected to mention that Dr. Plumm had fired the Tanners, and that he and
Phoebe had moved out without so much as a thanks. Foundry
officials had packed up all of the Plumms’ necessities, mostly
files and personal effects, and shipped them to their new,
undisclosed residence, leaving the staff to take care of the rest.
Of course, Mr. Macaroy, Mr. Kashiri, and most of the others had abandoned ship at the first sign of trouble, leaving all
the remaining work to the Tanners—namely Margaret and her
mother, since Randall was utterly useless.
So they had been at it for hours, working away into the
night. Margaret wouldn’t have said no to a quick bite to eat,
especially because a Televiewer in the kitchen was blaring with
revelry from President Saltern’s campaign rally, and she was
curious to hear his address.
“No, no,” Deirdre said, slamming down the box of
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silverware and stomping over to Margaret. “The trim folds in.
Like this.” She yanked the silversilk tablecloth away.
“Mother,” said Margaret.
Deirdre flattened the pleats of the tablecloth as if she were
spanking a disobedient child. Margaret placed a firm hand on
her shoulder.
“Mom?”
Strands of cobweb hair framed the gouges of grief in
Deirdre’s face. Bruise-colored bags hung beneath her mudbrown eyes, which swam with tears.
“I just . . . What am I going to do, Margie? Where am I
supposed to go?”
“It’ll be fine.”
“It won’t be,” Deirdre sniffled. “I’ll have to go back home
to Oleander. Back to . . . him.”
Margaret stiffened at the mention of her drunken absentee
father.
“You’re not going anywhere,” she stated. “We’ll figure it
out. I’m here. We’re together now.”
“We’re not,” Deirdre whispered. “Not all of us.” Her round
shoulders quaked. “My baby . . . My baby’s gone.”
Margaret handed her mother a silversilk napkin from the
table.
“Not the linens, Margie.”
Margaret insisted, forcing the napkin into her hand. Her
mother conceded and dabbed at her eyes.
“Go lie down, Mom. You need a break.”
Deirdre appeared eager for the opportunity, but she
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glanced with some concern at the mountains of valuables that
still needed to be packed.
“I’ll take over here,” Margaret said, offering a soothing
smile. “Don’t worry, you can redo everything I touch in the
morning.”
Her mother smiled in return, a little embarrassed.
“I’m so glad you’re here,” Deirdre said, kissing Margaret on
the cheek. She took one last uneasy look around the cavernous dining room of Plumm Estate before shuffling off to her
quarters.
Margaret breathed a sigh of relief. She loved her mother
and would do anything for her, but the atmosphere in a room
always felt lighter when she left it.
A sudden spray of wet coughing came from the kitchen.
Concerned, Margaret put down her folding and walked over to
see. Her brother, Randall, decked out in his Military Institute
of Meridian uniform, sat hunched over the counter, sputtering. Tennyson the chauffeur chuckled as he pounded the teen’s
back. Between them sat a brown bottle of liquor.
“Tenny’s bailin’,” Randall managed, wiping his mouth.
“Just havin’ a little farewell drink, is all. Don’t tell Mom.”
Margaret huffed. “A chip off the ol’ block, aren’t ya?”
Randall narrowed his beady little eyes at her.
“Go see if she needs anything,” Margaret ordered, and her
brother obliged, breezing past her. Tennyson followed, offering
Margaret a sly wink as he slipped away.
A tumultuous ovation on the Televiewer grabbed her
attention. On the screen, three Razorback fighter jets flew in
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formation, blazing a trail of golden fire above a gleeful crowd
packed onto the bridge to Foundry Central. Newscam drones
swept over the bay, looking for the perfect angle of the Crest
of Dawn, the titanic sunburst that towered over Albright City.
There, thousands of feet above the crowd, emerging onto a
platform festooned with bunting and ribbons in patriotic red,
white, and gold, was President Saltern with his beautiful wife
and children. The leader of the free world had never looked
more youthful or vibrant.
An orchestra started playing “Our Shining Hearts.” The
crowd sang, voices ringing throughout the glorious metal city.
This was a celebration for the ages. The nation’s beloved first
family sang along with the people.
“Meridian cast off all her bonds,
when Creighton Albright forged the bronze.”
The sky crackled with fireworks, a frenzy of dazzling lights
reflecting off the gleaming skyscrapers.
“With ball of lead and sword of steel,
we’ ll crush our foes beneath our heel.”
The Salterns laughed, squinting against the spectacular
light show.
“So praise the gold, the brass, and chrome,
of Meridian, our mighty home!”
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A Newscam drone held the President’s proud visage in an
iconic beauty shot.
But something was wrong. His eyes went wide. His mouth
went slack.
Fear paralyzed Margaret as she too understood.
Fireworks were speeding toward his platform.
Not fireworks. Missiles.
An explosion—a blinding white supernova. The gutwrenching screams of an entire city in shock. A strike against
the legendary Crest of Dawn.
Thus the war began.
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1
LIFE AND
LIMB

he cords tying Micah to the back of the Cyclewynder
were pulled so tight that his legs were numb, and the digital manacles biting into his bruised wrists felt icy in his lap.
Goodwin wasn’t taking any chances this time, but it didn’t
matter one bit.
Micah had nowhere to run.
And no will to try.
His freckled face felt frostbitten, and he shivered uncontrollably. Though the Foundry workers had draped Micah in a foil
thermal blanket, he was frozen from head to toes—especially
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toes. His boots were gone, and all he had on were his greasecovered overalls and dingy T-shirt.
Sharp wheels carved the rough ground of the Coiling
Furrows, their grating sound echoing off the curved walls of
the impossible maze. Facing backward, Micah counted four
Cyclewynders behind him, but he knew there were twice that
many up ahead. The headlights of the Foundry convoy cut
harsh beams through the gloom and threw twisty shadows
everywhere.
Flaring light revealed a limp form strapped to one of the
Cyclewynders. He caught a glimpse of her dark, uneven hair
fluttering in the wind. Micah had to look away.
Phoebe.
Micah wished he was dead instead of her.
He closed his one good eye and savored the pain that flared
in the mess of the other. Micah had gotten that shiner for trying to attack Goodwin—he had barely even grazed the old
man’s pinstriped coattails before a Foundry soldier socked him
one. And sure enough, it was the same jerk whose nose Micah
had smashed down in Emberhome.
Smashed him with a human bone. Micah couldn’t imagine
what that had been doing at the bottom of the CHAR pit in
Emberhome. Nor did he have the energy to think about it.
All he could think of were Goodwin’s unreadable blue eyes.
Standing above Phoebe’s body in that flare-lit chamber,
when it had felt like the universe was caving in, the Chairman
hadn’t shown a flicker of . . . well, of anything.
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“You,” Micah had managed to croak at him. “You killed
her.”
Goodwin’s face had revealed nothing. No anger, no sadness, not even a smirk. If he had taken pleasure in her death,
then Micah would have known for a fact that he was a monster, but Goodwin wouldn’t even give him that. Just an empty
stare.
“I had no hand in this,” the fat man had replied. “I
warned you of the danger here, but you ignored me. This was
inevitable.”
That was when Micah had pounced at Goodwin. He
would have kept trying too, if it hadn’t been for the black eye
and the Foundry workers. Micah had watched them strap
Phoebe’s lifeless form to a Cyclewynder loaded with the cover
alls and field pack and other stuff the kids had stolen—like she
was nothing more than another piece of luggage to them.
Then the tears had come and put out his fire.
They were taking him in now to be questioned. Goodwin
would ask about the Covenant and the Ona, ask what he and
Phoebe were doing to help the mehkans. Micah wouldn’t say
anything, no matter what they did to him.
They couldn’t make him hurt more than this.
Which meant the Occulyth would be safe. Micah hadn’t
seen it anywhere in that chamber. Maybe—just maybe—
Phoebe had managed to get it to the Ona. That was all that
mattered. He told himself that, again and again. Whatever
happened to him and Phoebe, saving Mehk was the most
important thing.
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He desperately wanted to believe that. But he didn’t, not
really.
Micah couldn’t guess how long they had been puttering through these stupid passages. Star-streaked sky peeked
in through irregular openings above. Those interconnected,
vibrating stars had been the first thing Phoebe noticed when
they stumbled into Mehk, the first sign that they were in a
world stranger than anything they had ever imagined. Now
those same stars danced on, oblivious to the life that had ended
here below.
At last, the Foundry convoy emerged from the Furrows
and arrived at a bleak camp of pentagonal tents at the foot of
a monstrous mountain range. Obscuring the peaks was the
Shroud, a wall of fog that stretched up and out as far as the
eye could see. Harsh floodlights and humming generators were
huddled around a pair of Gyrojets, sleek multi-winged aircraft
like raptors waiting for prey.
The team of Cyclewynders parked alongside the tents. A
couple of soldiers untied Micah from the vehicle and roughly
dragged him to Goodwin, his toes barely scraping the ground.
The Chairman looked like he had something to say. If this
were an episode of Maddox, Micah’s favorite Televiewer show
once upon a time, the hero would have a clever zinger ready to
deploy. Or he would spit in the villain’s face before wiping out
all the bad guys single-handedly.
But Micah was not Maddox. He was just a boy—a helpless,
broken boy, and weary beyond belief. So Micah did nothing.
“I am sorry Phoebe is dead,” Goodwin said.
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Micah looked up at him.
“Believe me, I would not have wished it so,” the old man
went on. “I will ensure that she gets a proper—”
“Sir!”
One word, ringing with alarm. Goodwin stiffened.
The Foundry worker who had spoken held open a tent
flap, spilling out yellowish artificial light. He stood staring at
Goodwin with his mouth opening and closing wordlessly. He
pointed at a bank of Computators within the tent.
Goodwin hurried inside. The rest of the Foundry team
gathered around, frozen before the screens. Micah strained
until he could see. The Computators all displayed the same
footage—sixteen seconds on loop.
Micah couldn’t comprehend it. No matter how many times
the images repeated, he simply could not believe it was real.
The Crest of Dawn exploded on the screens before them.
Over and over and over.

The stolen magnetic hover disc was not built for two, so
Dollop locked his mismatched modular limbs tightly around
the Marquis’s waist. Wind tore at them as they raced across the
barren red landscape.
A rumbling blast behind them nearly threw the pair from
their transport. Dollop didn’t want to look back. He refused to
look back. Would never ever look back.
Dollop looked back.
The Depot was receding, but the lights of its cannons
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seared brighter than ever. The surrounding battleground was
an eruption of fireballs. Mehkans fled the onslaught, retreating
to salathyl holes dug into the ore. In the strobing blasts, Dollop
saw many mowed down, heard their screams amid the murderous explosions.
The Covenant had thrown everything at the Foundry
stronghold. Before their surprise attack, it had seemed to
Dollop like they couldn’t possibly fail, not with so many weapons, so many brave warriors, and with the certainty that the
Great Engineer herself had guided their hands.
Yet it had been a slaughter. The Covenant was being wiped
out.
The burning lights blurred through Dollop’s tears, and
he wiped his bulbous amber bug eyes. He looked up at the
Marquis, still clad in his loose-fitting Watchman bomber’s
armor, complete with cumbersome ammo case and launcher.
This wicked mehkan had already betrayed him once, sold him
and Micah and Loaii into slavery. So what if the Marquis had
just spared Dollop from the rust in the Depot? He’d be a fool
to trust this crooked lumie for a second. Not just a fool, but
a coward too, abandoning his duty to the Covenant and running away with a traitor. Dollop felt sick to the core.
“St-stop!” Dollop shouted.
The Marquis lifted the faceplate of his helmet to flicker
an agitated message from the signal lamp opticle that was his
head.
“Let me off,” Dollop insisted. “I ha-have to g-go back!”
The lumie ignored his pleas and leaned forward to make
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the disc accelerate. With his disjointed pieces wrapped around
the Marquis, Dollop yanked backward to slow the disc down.
“No! I said st-stop!”
The Marquis shook his head.
The cracked red ore and sparse, stunted pipework trees
whipped past in a blur. Dollop untangled himself from the
Marquis and jumped off the disc. His body burst apart on
impact, his segments scattering like shards of shattered pottery. With a snap, he summoned himself back together and
re-formed.
All except one leg. The hover disc landed abruptly, and the
Marquis hopped off, holding Dollop’s squirming, detached leg
aloft like a hunter displaying a trophy.
“G-g-give that back!” Unable to balance, Dollop toppled
over.
Flicky-flashy-blink! the Marquis flared in response.
“My br-brethren need me,” Dollop cried, getting back up
and bouncing on his remaining leg. “They’re d-dying. The
F-Foundry’s going to w-wipe them out!”
Blinkety-flashity! Blinkety-flashity!
“What?” Dollop said, momentarily confused. “I don’t ununderst-stand a word you’re saying.”
Agitated, the Marquis flickered his opticle some more,
pointed to Dollop, to himself, then to the hover disc, and gestured emphatically into the distance.
“I’m not running away, not—not with you,” Dollop said.
“Now g-give that back!”
In a blur, Dollop rearranged his pieces, forming himself
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into a single grasping claw that darted at the Marquis. He
almost managed to snatch his limb back, but the Marquis
extended his telescoping arm and kept it just out of reach.
Flash-flash-pop-blink!
“Wh-what’s it to you anyway?” Dollop exclaimed. “If you
ca-care so much, why’d you ab-b-bandon us in the Gauge Pit?”
The Marquis’s opticle dimmed, and his shoulders sagged.
“I—I’m not like you. I—I don’t leave my fr-friends. I’m
going back there, a-and there’s nothing you can d-d-do about
it.”
The Marquis blinked a few times. He retracted his arm
and handed the stolen limb back to Dollop, who grabbed it
and stuck it in place. Opticle low and sputtering, the mopey
Marquis returned to the hover disc and threw one last look
over his shoulder. Dollop was scrabbling around the base of a
shattered pipework tree, trying to grab a branch to pull himself
up for a better view of the Depot.
The Marquis’s opticle brightened.
Dollop leapt, but he couldn’t grab the branch. Even when
he lengthened his arms, it still lay just out of reach. The
Marquis tapped him on the shoulder.
“I already t-t-told you I—”
The lumilow shook his head, laced his fingers together, and
held them out like a step stool. Dollop looked at the Marquis
with suspicion, but after a moment’s hesitation, he tentatively
placed his foot into the lumie’s hands. The Marquis extended
his telescoping legs and gave the little mehkan a boost up into
the pipework tree.
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The lumie contorted his snaky body, twisting to extract
himself from the clunky Watchman bomber gear. Then he
dusted off his tattered Durall tuxedo, extended a bendy arm,
and hauled himself up into the tree as well. He flickered a
bright, cheery message, his many dewy lenses standing on end.
Dollop stared at the Marquis in utter confusion.
“Wh-why?” Dollop asked. “Wh-why are you here?”
The Marquis adjusted his lapel proudly, then drew out a
black disc from an inside pocket of his tailcoat. With a flourish
and a pop, it expanded—a silk top hat. He was about to flip it
onto his head when he sagged once more, his opticle dimming.
The crown of the battered top hat was torn, flopping
loosely like an opened tin can.
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2
RETURN

icah just couldn’t wrap his brain around it. An
attack on Albright City? And hitting the Crest of Dawn, no less.
Who would be so stupid?
At the Foundry camp, the initial shock had been replaced
with robotic efficiency. Despite the late hour, Goodwin was a
powerhouse, charging around, giving orders, and taking care
of business. The devastating news had thrown fuel on the fat
man’s fire, and the others followed his passionate lead.
Micah sat on a stack of metal crates, bundled up in his
thermal foil blanket, with a Watchman soldier on either side.
More than anything, he wanted to close his one good eye, but
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he knew sleep would never find him. Besides, workers were
breaking down tents and packing up gear in preparation for
departure. It looked like they would be leaving any minute
now.
He saw Gyrojets being loaded with Cyclewynders, including the one that held Phoebe and their gear. Sickly-blue light
from inside the jet’s cargo hold made her look worse than dead,
like some kind of wax sculpture. That wasn’t Phoebe.
Micah turned away and stared into the ominous night. The
starlight was bright and wavering, slowly shifting in patches
across the lumpy peaks. These mountains looked like they were
made from the same strange coral plants as the Vo-Pykarons,
the range where they had saved those liodim—caused a stampede and taught the Foundry a good, hard lesson. Phoebe had
been so fierce then, like nothing was gonna stand in her way.
She was unstoppable. She was—
He swallowed the knot in his throat, trying to think of
anything but her. These peaks looked even bigger than the
Vo-Pyks. They were called the Ephrian Mountains, if he
remembered right. He wondered how high up they went,
since the Shroud hung over them and hid the summits. Micah
looked off far to the right. The bluish vegetation seemed to go
on forever, up and up and . . .
Was it just an effect from his swollen eye, or did the color
change the higher up the mountain he looked? He rubbed his
good eye—still there. It was far, but it was there.
No, that was all just fairy-tale stuff. That sort of thing was
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never true. Couldn’t be true. It was stupid and impossible and
insane.
But . . . what if?
Micah realized that work in the camp had stopped. Feeling warm all of a sudden, he shed the thermal blanket and
found that his skin tingled in the night air. The hair rose on
his exposed arms. There was a strange scent too. Not harsh
and metallic like most of Mehk, but sweet and rich, almost
like roses. Watchmen stood alert. Workers clustered together,
all of them staring off to the left at something on the horizon.
The Shroud was churning.
Clouds formed. Not the scrap-metal clouds of bullet rain,
but soft white ones, like cumulus clouds back home. They
bubbled out from the wall of fog, growing and rising.
And . . . glowing?
And coming at them.
The air was hot now, and Micah felt sweat beading on his
forehead. There was pressure in his ears, a squeezing sensation
that swallowed up the sound around him.
“Get those jets up and running!” Goodwin screamed to the
assembled Foundry workers. But his words sounded strangely
muffled, like something shouted underwater. “I want—”
He didn’t have a chance to finish.
Clouds broke over them like a tidal wave. A hurricane of
fire. Shrieks of terror.
The camp was lifted into the air.
Micah was sucked up into the violent wind. He scrabbled
at the cracked ground, desperate for a handhold. The manacles
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on his hands snagged on an outcropping. He hung there,
legs kicking at the cyclone. Tumbling debris whizzed past. A
Watchman soldier pinwheeled toward Micah. Clipped him,
knocked him loose.
Screaming, Micah fell into the white rush. The hot gale
deafened him. He slammed into something, crushed the wind
from his lungs. It was a Gyrojet, groaning and rattling, about
to be ripped apart by the freak storm. The fierce winds pressed
him against the side of the aircraft. By wriggling his body,
Micah managed to inch toward the shelter of the open cargo
bay at its rear. He collapsed inside, amidst a tumult of heavy
crates and Cyclewynders.
The Gyrojet pitched. Micah was tossed against the wall.
Equipment crashed all around. A Cyclewynder toppled and
crunched onto its handlebars, striking its starter. The Cycle
revved, its lethally sharp wheels spinning and coughing fumes
as it did crazy doughnuts across the floor. It spiraled madly
toward Micah.
He crumpled into a ball. The Cycle blade slammed into the
wall inches above his head, squealing and spewing sparks. The
jet shook again. The blade slipped closer. Desperately, Micah
thrust his hands up at the wheel, manacles first. He yelped as
the sparks burned his wrists, bit into his cheeks. Despite the
pain, he pushed harder, forcing the Cycle to saw through the
cuffs. He heaved the vehicle, and it fell away. Micah scrambled
clear, his digital manacles split in two.
The Gyrojet trembled. Metal groaned. He could hear
pieces of the aircraft being ripped away, felt the ceiling of the
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cargo bay crumpling. There, at the back of the hold, was the
Cycle that held all his gear. Bound to its back and shrouded
in shadow was Phoebe’s body. He knew what he had to do.
Micah scrambled for the tethered Cyclewynder, hopped in the
seat, and mashed the ignition button. Its wheels screeched and
hacked into the metal floor.
Hands appeared around the open cargo bay door. Someone climbing in, silhouetted by the white whirlwind, seeking
shelter.
Goodwin. The Foundry Chairman tumbled into the hold.
His eyes met Micah’s.
Another shriek of metal as the jet shuddered in the storm.
Its nose tilted sharply downward. The open cargo bay pointed
up at the stars, the floor inclined like a ramp. Gravity tugged
Micah backward. He wrenched the throttle, and the Cycle
fishtailed in a shower of sparks. Micah maxed out the accelerator. The tether snapped. The Cycle jerked, stuttered, and raced
upward, aiming right for Goodwin.
The bastard who had killed Phoebe.
The Chairman dove aside. Micah blasted out the back
of the Gyrojet, cursing his near miss. He was held aloft for a
moment by flickering hot winds that felt like they would sear
the skin right off his body. Suspended, he hung on for dear life.
The Cyclewynder crunched to the ground and shot forward. Micah wrangled the steering. Didn’t fall. He careened
through the clouds, whipping around Watchmen, launching
over obstacles.
He burst out of the storm and into sudden, shocking
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stillness, almost as if a switch had been thrown. He took a
choking breath, the air still heavy with that alien floral scent.
The oppressive heat faded. He sped away, frantically fleeing.
Micah knew where he was going. The fiery glow behind
him lit the way as he headed toward what he had seen in the
distant mountains. No matter how far-fetched it was, no matter how unlikely, he had to make for it.
He had to try.
Micah gunned the Cyclewynder across the open plain and
away from the wreckage of the Foundry camp. He zoomed
up into the gnarls of the overgrown Ephrian Mountains and
risked a quick glance back.
What he saw made him lose control. The Cyclewynder
swerved, almost throwing him and Phoebe off.
The clouds were gathering into a column of white fire. The
tempest took shape, heaving flame and mist. Cyclone arms,
tornado legs. A hulking thing. An impossible figure of impossible size. It rose and rose. The storm formed a jutting head
that surveyed the scene. Stared with blazing, molten golden
eyes.
Micah clung to the Cyclewynder as he regained control,
clung to what he thought he knew, sure and yet altogether
unsure of what he had seen. The storm that had come from the
Shroud. The storm that had struck the Foundry with heavenly
fire.
In slow motion, it—no, She raised a leg. Down it came.
And the world trembled.
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